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concall highlights

growth1.
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capex2.
profitability3.
competitive advantages4.
risks5.
industry tailwinds6.
industry structure7.
management8.

red sea wont effect us it is just that logistic time has gone up
fy26 guidance depends on customer launches , order book is quite strong ,
just that end user industry needs top be tracked

business details9.
ccchero moto corp launching new vehicles and they are proud to be partner
with them dis (partner in 15 models ) ccc
tata ev and ice  punch  developed DIS system
switch mobility (ev division of ashok leyland ) we have developed dis
revnue growth 20% and ebitda growth of 34% yoy in q3 fy24
e-cockpit - working with one of our major customer , SOP should start from
fy26 , in development
tendancy of market is to move from lcd to TFT cluster
business mix - revenue - 2w - 66% CV- 15%, 5-7% pv , tractors remaining   ccc
present accross the segment in vehicles segment thus derisking dependence
cluster and non cluster  70:30 cluster
slowdown in EU and usa
end to end solution for the customer , we are aiming to be a solution based
company from a product based companies thus protecting their margins
disc brake and BMS is done for some modularity(means they develop a
product and then with smalll modifications they can supply to the customer ) ,
under devlopment 12-18 months we will launch products in these segment for
various EV 2W , majority revenue in fy26 but will start for q4 fy25
sibros (telematics) - still in proof of concept with various OEM and all of this
would come from fy26 , will help us to increase content in vehicles and
offering launches

in EV it is very important to have telematics as you have to track many
parameters
also going into battery telematics
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technicals

monthly

doing pumps for battery cooling solutions - launched already in tata mototrs
and ashok leyland
ccc 4.5% rev in RND , we have tech tie ups from major chip mfg and long term
contracts,
compitition present along every customer but can fight that due to
solution provider they are rather than product based
export number of products to usa - for harley davidson

one time events10.
won award from daimler for innovation in info system they developed for
them
jcb also they won an award
award from tata motors

mental models11.
key variables to track12.
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weekly
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daily
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valuations
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